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from the President

by James G. Boyle, President, MSADA

The Big Question
No dealer is immune to the struggling market, which is why maintaining a dialogue
with NADA and your Congressional delegation is more important than ever.

N

o Massachusetts dealer has been immune to the severe
disruptions presently hammering our national and state economies. The incredible chain of events that suddenly caused
the freezing of all credit markets last fall has led to plunging
auto sales, even as credit worthy customers are unable to buy
vehicles with what were once considered acceptable credit
scores.
For some dealers the credit crunch has manifested itself
most severely in the elimination of floor plan financing by
numerous lenders, including the captive finance entities
downsizing their own floor plan activity. Many lenders have
tightened inventory credit lines. They are canceling some
dealers’ floor plan accounts, raising interest rates on inventory loans, and demanding accelerated payoffs for aged vehicles still on dealer lots. Never mind what shrinking sales
and potential OEM bankruptcy could do to our dealer ranks
– if a dealer is unable to finance inventory purchases, that
store will have no option but to close.
We have heard from a number of profitable stores (TRUE!)
who have never been out of trust who now have no other recourse but to close as a result of their floor plan lender getting
out of the business. Without a floor plan loan, even a well-capitalized dealer would be out of business in a matter of days.
The situation is just unacceptable and cannot be tolerated.
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The preservation of this wholesale lending mechanism is essential to the restoration of retail auto sales.
This is the number one issue we have discussed with NADA
over the last two months, as our inustry is heavily dependant
on the flow of credit on many levels. Along with MSADA Executive Vice President Robert O’Koniewski, we have stressed
with NADA leadership that this problem needs to be solved
immediately if our dealer network is going to have any real
chance of surviving this unbelievable economic storm.
One concept we have discussed with NADA would be a
federal program to guarantee floor plan loans for new vehicles to encourage lenders to maintain lending at a crucial
time for the auto industry. NADA has been arguing before
the Treasury Department and Congress that a guarantee program could be structured quickly under TARP and TALF, because the number of lenders is relatively small and the terms
of these loans are fairly familiar. The guarantee could be
structured to provide an incentive for lenders to remain in
the market while still protecting the interests of the taxpayer.
The program could be structured to a have a brief lifespan,
perhaps two or three years, to properly serve its short-term
need and purpose.
Even as Congress has been debating the Obama stimulus
package, as businessmen our eyes roll as it inches upward
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Just as new car sales sparked

Barnstable County
Gary Beard, Dick Beard Chevrolet

the economic recovery after the

Berkshire County
[Open]

September 11 attacks, the key to

Bristol County
Shawn O’Hara, O’Hara Mazda

Essex County

the next economic recovery will
be new car sales.
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William DeLuca, Woodworth Motors
Ann Regan Flynn, Regan Ford, Inc.

”

Franklin County
Steven Lorenz, Don Lorenz, Inc.

Hampden County
Jack Sarat, Jr., Sarat Ford

every day toward the trillion dollar mark. Just as new car sales sparked
the economic recovery after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks on
our shores, the key to the next economic recovery will again be new car
sales. It is that level of activity that is needed to pull us out of the current
economic contraction. Bridge and road construction is nice and needed,
but those types of expanded federal spending will do little to re-inspire
consumer confidence and spending.
One such NADA initiative designed to drive customers back into the
showroom is called the Auto Ownership Assistance Act. This legislation
was made part of the economic stimulus bill that was signed into law on
February 17th. The law will allow new car purchasers to deduct from
their 2009 federal tax filings the sales and excise taxes incurred with
the purchase of a new vehicle. Purchases covered by the tax deduction
would need to fall between February 17 through December 31 in 2009.
Bottom line, the federal government through Congress and the executive agencies like Treasury have the tools to re-instill consumers’ confidence in the marketplace and encourage renewed spending on such big
ticket products as automobiles. Until these tools are properly implemented, however, our economic ship of state could drift along aimlessly,
with no end in sight for our condition.
Depending on how this all plays out, the big question that will be answered in the end is, “Who will be left standing?”
t
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Hampshire County
[Open]

Middlesex County
James Boyle, Tuck’s Trucks
Chris Connolly Jr., Herb Connolly Motors
Scott Dube, Bill Dube Hyundai

Norfolk County
Jack Madden, Jr., Jack Madden Ford
Mike Shea, South Shore Chrysler

Plymouth County
John Santilli, Sr., The Nissan Center

Suffolk County
Robert Boch, Expressway Toyota

Worcester County
Joel Baker, Baker Cadillac

Medium/Heavy-Duty Truck Dealer
Director-at-Large
Richard Witcher, Minuteman Trucks, Inc.

Immediate Past President
Dana S. Goodfield, Dana Automotive

NADA Director
Raymond Ciccolo, Village Auto Group

Officers
President, James G. Boyle
Vice President, John Santilli, Sr.
Treasurer, Steven Lorenz
Clerk, Jack Madden, Jr.
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Political Action

Grassroots Support More
Important Than Ever
by Robert O’Koniewski, Esq.,
MSADA Interim Executive Vice President, and
Director of Legal & Government Affairs

A

key component of our service as an association to our member dealers is our political
lobbying activity on Beacon Hill in Boston and
before Congress down in Washington DC. Each
session we pursue items that we would like to
see become law and battle against forces trying
to push new laws and regulations that would
harm your stores.
Given the political environment we face in
Massachusetts and in Congress, we must be ever
vigilant as anti-market forces come together
in an effort to make the role of business even
more difficult than it already is. Our member
dealers employee more than 20,000 people
across the Commonwealth. Sales activity at
dealerships represents almost 20 percent of all
retail sales in Massachusetts. This translates in
revenues to the state and municipalities from
sales tax, excise tax, property tax, payroll tax
and personal and corporate income tax, just to
name a few of the ways in which government is
funded through our dealers’ activities. Add on
top of that the various charitable activities that
dealers engage in like Little League and other
youth sports sponsorships, hospital fundraising,
and human services sponsorships, one quickly
sees the impact a single dealership can have on
a community.
Now take that all away. A dealership that
employs, let’s say, 35 or 40 people leaves a huge
void in the fabric of the community in which it is
located. It is difficult enough competing amongst
yourselves — now throw in the pressures from
the OEMs, your lenders, a lack of car buying
in this contracting economy and all of a sudden
revenues crater and all the support they provide
to local and state government is reduced.
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And during all this, the government wants to
layer on more regulations, higher taxes and fees,
and generally make life miserable for small
businesses like auto dealerships that are the true
life blood of our national and local economies.

Fighting ‘Right to Repair’
and Creating Sales
Initiatives
This past session we helped defeat a number
of legislative initiatives that would have brought
additional governmental intrusion into your
businesses. The so-called “Right to Repair” Act
and the Car Buyers’ Bill of Rights are just two
examples of legislation we helped kill that would
strike at your ability to operate successfully and
efficiently. Unfortunately these bills will reemerge during the 2009-2010 session.
Down in Washington, since the economic
tsunami that commenced in late September
2008, your association has worked closely
with NADA on initiatives designed to spur
car and truck sales and that would help our
dealers survive as floor plan lending dries up.
One would think that a trillion dollar stimulus
package could include something in these
areas. But one must remember that many
politicians are in office because their personal
philosophy is based on government being the
first solution for any problem. We can only
continue to push that rock up the hill, knock
on doors, talk to our legislators, and educate
legislators on how government can help but also
hurt that entrepreneurial spirit that drives our
economic engines. Many of them understand

MSADA
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Thank You to 2008
DEAC/NCDPAC
Contributors

what is happening. Unfortunately, events
sometimes overwhelm rational thought.
As we work through a host of issues in
2009 we will continue to depend on our
members to touch base with their legislators
through our grassroots efforts. You are the
local faces of our motor vehicle business
world. You have compelling stories to tell,
especially regarding the positive impacts
you have in your communities economically
and in charitable activities. Through the
direct input of our members we will be able
to articulate the reasons why certain bills
should pass or be defeated.

MSADA Thanks
Dealers for Continued
Support of PACs
One manner in which we as an association can maintain effective dialogue with our
federal and state legislators is through our
political action committees – the MSADA’s
New Car Dealer PAC and the NADA’s Dealers Election Action Committee. Each year

member dealers receive mailings and take
phone calls from fellow dealers touting the
virtues of giving to the PACs. With your
contributions to the PACs, and then through
the PACs’ contributions to legislators’ election committees, we help our allies in Boston
and Washington get elected to their respective bodies. Given the anti-business attitude
that can sometimes overwhelm the legislative process, it is important that MSADA and
NADA are able to help keep our allies in office. For all you do to support these efforts,
we give a heartfelt “Thank you!”
In 2008, the following dealers contributed
to either DEAC or NCDPAC or both.
During the last two-year session, we raised
over $50,000 for DEAC and over $35,000
for NCDPAC. Also, we now have seven
Presidents Club members in DEAC with the
addition of Jim Boyle last year (a $5,000
contribution). The other members (at a
$2,500 annual renewal) are Ray Ciccolo,
Bill DeLuca, Dana Goodfield, Murray
Patkin, Charles Ribakoff and Dick Witcher.

George Albrecht
Joel Baker
Jeb Balise
Jeffrey Battles
Gary Beard
Robert Boch
Ronald R. Bouchard
James G. Boyle –DEAC Pres. Club
Bryan Burke
Jack Carter
Mark Chapdelaine
Raymond J. Ciccolo – DEAC Pres. Club
Christopher F. Connolly
James Costas
Gregory Davidson
William P. DeLuca, III –DEAC Pres. Club
James Dillon
John Donachie
Scott Dube
Ann Regan Flynn
Thomas F. Flynn, III
Richard Gill
Dana Goodfield – DEAC Pres. Club
Lawrence Gordon
Janet E. Grahn
Patrick K. Gregorius, Sr.
Daniel J. Harrington III
Gary A. Johnson
Nai Nan Ko, Sr.
Al Krisciunas
Lionel Lamoureux
Charles F. Long
Nell Lorenz
Steven Lorenz
George Luddy
James Lutz
Richard Mastria, Jr.
Edward Mirak
Steven Mitus
Robert P. Moore
Robert Moran
Thomas Murphy
Murray Patkin – DEAC Pres. Club
Donald F. Pion
Antony Provost
Charles K. Ribakoff – DEAC Pres. Club
Don Rodman
Joseph Shaker
William Tornovish
Richard Torres
Jay Tracy
Gerard Vachon
Richard Witcher – DEAC Pres. Club

t
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Cover Story

Dealer of the Year — Beth Lorenz

Keeping it

LOCAL
From taking a chance on the auto industry to raising millions for United Way,

Beth Lorenz’s journey to prominence has changed lives and helped her community.

by Brian Filpiak

P

erched high above the five-car showroom, Beth Lorenz can enjoy a panoramic view of each interaction around
her dealership, from the sales consultant
greeting a repeat customer, to a prospective buyer strolling in — even a family
of four surveying the front lot.

“If there’s something
that needs doing, my job
is to make sure it gets

But the owner of Lorenz Honda isn’t taking in the scenery through her office window. Instead, Lorenz’s vision is purely
singular: a burnt out light bulb that needs
to be changed as she balances atop a 2foot ladder.

doing it yourself.”

“It’s easier going up than coming down,”
she said of her exploits as an ad hoc electrician. “I have to wear many different
hats.”

–Beth Lorenz

She may play the role of gardener next,
tending to slumped-over plants in need of

done. Even if it means
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a pick-me-up. Then, perhaps, she’ll gear
herself in winter garb and go outside to
remove snow from vehicles covered by
a Nor’easter.
“Don’t see too many owners doing that
type of stuff,” said Mark Foster, general
sales manager at Lorenz Honda for the
past two years. “But Beth sees herself as
just one of the spokes in the wheel.”
The tasks may seem menial, but it’s the
least Lorenz can do when she’s not busy
planning advertisement campaigns and
conducting meetings about process improvement and budgetary expenditures.
“If there’s something that needs doing,
my job is to make sure it gets done,”
Lorenz said. “Even if it means doing it
yourself.”

9

W

e don’t

have the
luxury of
a hundred
customers
coming
through the
door daily, so
everyone has
to be treated
with respect.
–Audley Robinson
The showroom at Lorenz Honda in Greenfield, Mass.

It’s a philosophy that resonates throughout Lorenz Honda and into the Greenfield community. It has also gotten notice
from her fellow dealers, who recently
nominated her as the Massachusetts
nominee for Time Magazine’s Dealer of
the Year award and its first woman representative.
For Lorenz, winning the award wasn’t
what mattered. Rather, it was the day she
received a letter in the mail informing her
she had been nominated and a short conversation that followed.
“I got to tell my dad that I might be recognized as someone really special in my
industry,” she said of the conversation she
had with her father, Raymond Swoish,
who lost his battle with cancer last August. “My dad then said, ‘you know,
Beth, you’ve always been special.’

A would-be
law student
walks into
a bar …
Long before Beth would become the first
woman recognized as the state’s dealer
of the year, the New Jersey-born but
Marion-Cape Cod native was heading
down a far different career path.
Just after completing the LSAT exam
in 1984, the 26-year-old would-be law
student walked into an Indiana pub to
unwind. Despite working for a law publishing company after graduating from
Denison University, Beth became intrigued by a blind ad in the newspaper
asking for someone with sales and marketing experience and a desire to travel.

Already questioning the prospect of
another five years in school, Lorenz
jumped at the opening and found herself
immersed in the automotive industry,
becoming one of the first female consultants hired by Pat Ryan & Associates,
a Chicago-based consulting firm that
helped dealerships improve internal operations.
Not only did the position open a door
into the automotive world for Lorenz, it
also led to a chance meeting that would
shape the rest of her career.
While in Chicago at a training seminar,
Lorenz met a second-generation GM
dealer’s son named Steve from a small
town in western Mass. The two would go
on to form a unique bond, both as partners
continued on next page
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Dealer of the Year — Beth Lorenz
from previous page
in marriage (later separating), and as
partners in the automotive business
for the last 25 years.
At first hesitant to leave her job,
which offered travel across the country and the variety of helping dealerships of all sizes, Steve convinced
Beth in 1985 to join his family business with his father, Don Lorenz, a
GM dealer since the early 1950s.
“It was a big change in my life,” said
Beth, who was no stranger to change
after moving 23 times prior to meeting Steve. “I would be in one place, in
a very small market, in a very small
area. This was a huge decision.”

Going Back to School
While fully engaging herself in the
family business, Lorenz attended the
NADA Dealer Academy in 1988.
“I was concerned about disrupting
the relationship between Steve and
Don,” Lorenz said. “So I asked to
be educated in the industry from the
ground up.”
From there on, the three Lorenzes
formed a working partnership for the
next several years. But in 1994, Beth
and Steve, now the GM dealer, decided to take the helm of the family business and bought the GM franchise.

Flanked by Time executives, Lorenz with Executive Vice President Robert
O’Koniewski (left) and President Jim Boyle (right) in New Orleans
Steve expanded their business in
1996 by adding the Honda franchise,
paving the way for Beth to begin a
new chapter in her career.

New Building,
New Heights
Twelve years since Beth seized the
reins of Lorenz Honda, the dealership
has seen immense growth, pronounced
success, and, recently, a new home.
The service bay at Lorenz Honda

“I couldn’t ask for a better business
partner,” said Steve, describing Beth
as an innovative thinker with a big
picture approach. “We have a tendency to look at things from different
perspectives, but that’s important in
this industry. It’s one of the reasons
why we’ve been successful.”
Unsure of which direction GM was
heading during that time, Beth and
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In 2005, the dealership relocated
from leased properties on the outskirts of Greenfield to a brand new
Honda store off the interstate located
in the heart of the community. The
$3.5 million investment resulted in
a 3,709 square-foot showroom with
stylish curved walls, drop down ceilings, and blown glass lighting as well
as superior service lanes and work bays.
Yet, despite remaining one of the
smallest Honda dealerships in all of

11
New England—even after the rebuild
— Lorenz’s store ranks in the top in
sales with a 22 percent increase from
the prior year in 2008.
But sold cars aside, the relocation of
Lorenz Honda provided more than just
a boost in revenue.
“The process brought us closer to the
community,” Lorenz said, noting she
used only local vendors for the development. “What I love about this building is that people I know projected it.
People I know constructed it. People I
know installed the windows.”
While most dealers would typically
hire outside contractors to save money, Lorenz felt that the need to stay
local outweighed the need to save an
extra buck.
“I even brought in a local minister to
bless the building,” Lorenz added. “I
wanted everyone to know that this was
a labor of love and commitment to
Greenfield.”

Lorenz Philosophy
Lorenz said the new store serves as her
home away from home, and, subsequently, her employees are her family.
In an industry known for short stints
of service, more than 20 percent of the
Lorenz Honda staff has been with the
store since its inception. Lorenz said
the reason behind this industry oddity
is her penchant for finding employees
that fit her philosophy.
“I didn’t want a cookie-cutter approach,” she said. “I didn’t want our
staff wearing blue suits with red ties
and individually deciding how to take
care of our customer base.”
It’s a base that’s hard to pin down. No
single type of buyer walks into Lorenz
Honda.

“They’re a diversified bunch,” Lorenz
said, now wearing her marketing hat.
“I want my staff to be just like the people coming in, whether they’re a vegan
or a sports nut or from another part of
the world.”
Working this way, when a repeat customer returns down the road, that
person will see a familiar face, a feat
Lorenz describes as a rare achievement
in such a revolving door industry.
“An all-inclusive atmosphere has been
created,” said Audley Robinson, senior
sales and leasing consultant at Lorenz
Honda since 1996. “We don’t have the
luxury of a hundred customers coming
through the door daily, so everyone
has to be treated with respect.”
And as Foster explains, when it comes
to handling customers, Lorenz Honda
isn’t your typical dealership.
“During the big gas crisis a year ago,
most dealers had no problem selling
hybrids above sticker price,” said Foster. “But our mentality was the price
was the price. That stuff stays with a
customer.”

‘She’s Someone You
Want in Your Corner’
The Lorenz philosophy extends well
beyond the walls of the dealership.
Equally important, if not more so, is
her involvement with United Way.
“Beth has always been one of our biggest campaigners,” said Linda Stacy,
executive director of United Way of
Franklin County. “Her commitment,
whether as board member or financial
contributor, has been invaluable.”
A firm believer in community togetherness, Lorenz understands the need to
give back, especially during difficult
times.

Aerosmith’s Steven Tyler greets
Beth Lorenz as she receives her
MSADA Dealer of the Year Award at
the 2008 New England International
Auto Show press luncheon.
“Too many job applicants knock on
my door with limited reading skills,”
said Lorenz, who has fundraised millions for United Way. “Now those dollars I’m able to raise can go directly to
a literacy program for kids.”
Outside of her partnership with United
Way, Lorenz’s past civic engagements
as a member of the Greenfield Planning Board also helped the transition
of “big box development” into the
area, a paradigm shift that cultivated
economic growth throughout the community.
In fact, the Lorenz family leased the
first car to a then little known business
called Yankee Candle Company when
no one else believed in them. Fast-forward millions of dollars later, and a
new idea turned out to be a great idea.
“She’s always been a fierce advocate
for business growth in our community,” said Deb Hunt, controller for
Lorenz Honda. “She’s someone you
want in your corner.”
t
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the TRUCK corner
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2008 Brought Paradigm Shift for Truck Dealers
Not only are truck sales down for 2008 against last
year, but 2007 also wasn’t a particularly good year
either. But now there are paradigm shifts turning the
industry and truck dealership world upside down.

by Dick
Witcher

“I f
misery
loves
company,
there is
a crowd
of dealers
at the
party —
including us,
commercial
truck
dealers.”
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Heavy-duty truck sales in 2008 fell for the second
straight year -- their lowest level since 1992 -- and
Class 8 orders for December were lower than expected. Western Star sold only 88 units nationwide in November. Class 8 retail sales for 2008 were 133,473.
You have to look back to 1992 (119,057 trucks sold)
to find lower numbers.
On the medium-duty side, Class 7 and Class 6
truck sales are down nearly 25 percent in comparison
to 2007. Class 5 trucks which are normally included
with medium duty truck sales are the only somewhat
bright spot: sales are down only 8.8 percent for the
year through November 2008.

D aimler T ruck N orth A merica
T erminates S terling B rand
In early October, Daimler Truck North America
(DTNA) announced it was cutting Sterling. The announcement reached most dealers by radio and television, with no forewarning.
The termination process was swift and very little
of the input from the Sterling Dealer Council was accepted by DTNA.
DTNA prepared a formula to compensate dealers
for the termination. The formula included a nominal
amount for a base payment and the light vehicle franchise, a transition amount based on the number of medium and heavy trucks sold between 2005 and 2007
and a very nominal amount for dealer facility investments. Most of the dealers I know accepted what is
called the Transition Agreement. There are some who
did not, and they are relying on state franchise law to
protect them. The transition bonus did little to compensate dealers after all of the demands for exclusivity, extended hours and facility modifications.
DTNA will stop production of the brand in March
of 2009. Interestingly, just after announcing the termination they introduced the 2010 model year product. Some speculate that move was made in an effort
to avoid buying back new and used inventory sitting
in dealer lots. Under the Sterling franchise agreement buy back provisions call for current model
year only.
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F ord , N avistar Resolve D ifferences
Last year animosity boiled over between Ford and
Navistar which became public. The feud came as a
surprise -- the two companies had a longstanding
supplier/partner relationship. Lawsuits and counter
suits were filed and joint venture Blue Diamond was
terminated. Navistar then attempted to buy the GM
medium duty truck brand, but the plan failed.
In mid-January 2009 Ford and Navistar announced
new agreements and an end to the lawsuits. Navistar
will get a bigger share of the Blue Diamond manufacturing and parts distribution businesses. Ford
paid an undisclosed amount and the two companies
are going forward together.
The announcement marked an important event
for many Ford truck dealers. Until then, there were
no public plans to produce a medium duty truck. It
appeared to many that Ford was exiting the medium
duty business; a medium duty truck business that
pulled through a significant number of light vehicle
sales with each medium duty sale.

CAT H ighway T ruck E ngine B usiness
L eaves the U.S.
Caterpillar announced it was leaving the onhighway truck engine business in June, ending nearly
50 years in that sector. CAT also announced a new
relationship with Navistar – more on that next time.
Initially CAT said it would produce truck engines
until the end of 2009. Late in 2008 CAT announced
that it would stop production of truck engines at
the end of 2008. The result is only one independent
engine maker survives in the United States. Truck
OEMs are moving to proprietary engines which
benefit dealers by reducing competition but, hurt
customers by limiting their choices and reducing
their ability to find service centers.
Other changes in the industry include:
•Detroit Diesel agreeing to exclusively provide truck
engines to Pierce Manufacturing for fire engines.
•Caterpillar entering the commercial truck business
in the US and around the world.
•Cummins potentially using technology to meet
2010 emissions regulations that emit dioxins and is
un-certifiable by the EPA.
Until next time…
t
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by Attorneys Scott Silverman and Josie Martinez

The Credit Crisis

A

Five steps to keep things under control

uto dealers are battling a difficult credit crisis on multiple
fronts. Sales are down for all
dealers as consumer credit has hindered
customer’s ability to buy or lease vehicles. However, for many dealers the
more pressing concern is their own access
to credit and the growing number of floor
plan lenders who have — or are in the process of - distancing themselves from the
automobile industry. Many dealers who
are still “in trust” are getting curtailment
demands and 90-day termination notices.
With fewer and fewer options for floor
plan financing, this “crunch” serves as
a more pressing threat to dealer survival
than any other issue including a potential
manufacturer bankruptcy that might occur
down the road.
Every franchise relationship requires
access to a floor plan line of credit. Even
without a floor plan requirement, operations without such a line would be practically impossible for most deal. TARF
funds (the confusing funding stimulus that
is supposed to incentivize lenders to offer floor plan lines to dealers) wait in the
wings and provide some hope for a change
in the industry. However, even after these
funds get released, many potential lenders
will still wait to see whether they want to
make funding available so dealers can purchase cars and trucks from manufacturers
that may seek bankruptcy protection.

The Danger of a
‘Big Three’ Bankruptcy
Think about this scenario: If someone
came to you and asked you to provide
them a $5 million line of credit, and they
offered a lot full of domestic vehicles as
collateral - what would you say? The
problem is that very few people, and very
few finance companies would say “yes.”

While it is hard to fault lenders for their
logical approach to this situation, it is of
little consolation to any dealer getting
squeezed and in need of a life-line.
The economy and finance companies
(unintentionally) are now doing the manufacturers’ dirty work. The “Detroit Three”
– especially General Motors – have evidenced an intention to pare down their
dealer count and eliminate brands. The
idea that General Motors and other manufacturers will be able to accomplish this
goal through “discharging” franchise
agreements while in bankruptcy has been
a fear of many dealers as the potential
for bankruptcy is continuously debated.
The reason for this fear is that through a
bankruptcy a manufacturer could avoid
the state franchise laws that would otherwise protect against whimsical termination efforts — creating a heavy burden
on manufacturers to justify such action.
However, finance companies do not need
the assistance of a bankruptcy court to end
their relationship with a dealer as there are
no franchise type laws that prevent them
from calling in a floor plan note.

What to do if you find
yourself at odds with your
floor plan source:
1) Find your floor plan agreement (and
all addenda) and read it! The terms of
your particular agreement and not industry standards and horror stories will dictate your options and those of your floor
plan lender. Know your rights, the lenders’ rights and you may come up with creative alternatives to satisfy all parties.
2) Communicate - talk with your finance
company and work towards identifying
their concerns and a game plan for providing the assurances they are looking
for.
www.msada.org

3) Set an obvious (but difficult) goal –
line up additional floor plan options. The
problem that persists right now is that
the stimulus efforts (bolstered by NADA
and MSADA) have either not yet hit the
finance companies, or have not evolved
into available credit. Accordingly, this
task is much easier said than done. However, while things may look bleak, do not
assume there are no options and leave no
stone unturned in performing your search
and due diligence.
4) Analyze your position in the market and
evaluate your floor plan issues with an understanding of the big picture. If you have
no realistic financing options, identify
alternative strategies, such as a franchise
transfer. Don’t wait for a termination notice from your manufacturer after your
finance company has come to collect the
cars.
5) Finally, if you are “out of trust” — communicate quickly and often with your floor
plan source. Immediately pay down any
deficiency and/or prepare a concrete, definitive and detailed plan for getting back
in line. Do not continue using floor plan
dollars to fund your operations - it will
create a hole from which you will never
emerge.
t

S c o t t S i l v e r m a n a n d J os i e M artinez are
partners at M c C arter & E nglish , LLP.
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Tool Reimbursement Plans – The Latest Word from the IRS
by
Mitchell S.
Halpern
Mitchell S. Halpern is a
principal at O’C onnor &
Drew, P.C., MSADA Tax
Counsel

As a dealer, you have probably been
approached numerous times over the years
by representatives of one of the companies
that offer tool reimbursement plans as a way
to save you, and your employees, money.
Technicians at automobile dealerships
are generally required to supply their own
tools, which are often kept on site at the
dealership. It is generally accepted within
the automotive industry that a technician’s
pay takes into consideration the fact that
they supply their own tools. A tool reimbursement plan attempts to quantify the fact
that a portion of the technician’s pay is to
“reimburse” the technician for the cost of
his/her tools.

A No Brainer?
The implementation of one of these plans
has an employer divide an employee’s pay
into two distinct pieces – one piece representing the employee’s wages and the other
piece representing the reimbursement for
the cost of the employee’s tools. The employee receives two separate checks. The
wage piece is treated the same as it always
has been subject to income and employment tax withholding, plus the payment of
the employer’s portion of employment taxes. The reimbursement piece, however, is
treated as a nontaxable payment that is free
from income and employment tax withholding, including the employer’s portion
of employment taxes.
The mechanisms used to calculate how
much of the employee’s pay is wages and
how much is a reimbursement differ from
plan to plan. One thing that appears conMARCH 2009

stant, however, is that the employee’s total
gross pay under one of these plans is generally the same (or relatively close to the
same) both before, and after, implementation of the plan.
Sounds like a no brainer, doesn’t it? You
pay your technicians at the same gross rate,
but now:
• You are saving employment taxes;
• Technicians take home pay increases;
• You have provided a benefit to your technicians, making them happier workers.

The Internal Revenue
Service’s View
Going as far back as 2000, the IRS has expressed skepticism in numerous pronouncements as to whether these plans offer the tax
benefits they purport to provide. The latest
pronouncement, a Coordinated Issue Paper,
was issued this past summer specifically addressing motor vehicle industry employee
tool and equipment plans. The IRS maintains
the tool reimbursement plans do not enable
the tax benefits they purport to provide:
“As the Internal Revenue Service has
seen them to date, Employee Tool and
Equipment Plans, under which amounts are
paid to employees for the use of their tools
and equipment, do not meet the accountable plan requirements,” the report states.
“Therefore, the amounts are treated as paid
under a nonaccountable plan and must be
included in the employee’s gross income,
must be reported as wages or other compensation on the employee’s Form W-2, and are
subject to withholding and payment of federal employment taxes.”
The tax benefits espoused by these
plans are dependent on them satisfying
the requirements of an accountable plan.
Amounts an employee receives as a reimbursement of employee business expenses
under an accountable plan are excluded
from the employee’s gross income and are
tax exempt. These plans take the position
that the reimbursement of the technician’s
cost of his/her tools is a reimbursement of
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employee business expenses under an accountable plan.
In order to qualify as an accountable, the
following three requirements must be met:
• Business Connection Requirement
• Substantiation Requirement
• Return of Excess Requirement
If the plan fails to meet any one of the
above requirements, payments under the
plan will be treated as made under a nonaccountable plan and must be included in
the technician’s gross income and subject to
the withholding and payment of income and
employment taxes, including the employer’s portion of employment taxes.
The IRS has ruled in the past that these
plans do not appear to satisfy the substantiation or return of excess requirements. The
recently issued coordinated issue paper has
added that the plans the IRS has reviewed
to date do not satisfy the business connection requirement either.

What’s a Dealer to Do?
In light of the pronouncements from the
IRS, dealers should be wary of signing up
for one of these plans. If your dealership
should be the subject of an IRS examination, the existence of one of these plans will
be questioned and the examiner most likely
will seek to assess employment taxes (and
potential penalties) based upon the stated
IRS position on these plans. Additionally,
the IRS has initiated promoter investigations and employer examinations identified
from promoter client lists.
One “tell-tale” feature to ask up front is,
will technicians be paid essentially the same
amount before and after the implementation
of the plan and, once “fully reimbursed” for
the use of his/her tools, will technicians revert back to a single check totaling essentially the same amount as the two checks issued
under the plan? If the answer is “yes,” the
plan most likely will not survive scrutiny.
There may, in the future, be a plan that satisfies the IRS requirements for an accountable plan. So far, the IRS has not seen one.
t

NEWS

from Around
the Horn

SPRINGFIELD

BEACON HILL

Regency Pontiac Shuts its Doors

Dealers’ Fate Tied to State
Revenue

As the Big Three continue to struggle, the effects are still hitting hard
in Massachusetts. Westfield’s Regency Pontiac,
which had been in business for nearly ten years,
closed early last month.
CBS3 in Springfield was
on hand to film the unsold
cars leaving the lot as they
spoke to other businessmen
about the potential ripple
Springfield’s CBS 3 was on hand
effect on the city. Having
to watch Regency employees
fewer dealers, one observer
clear the lot. The dealership had
said, would attract even
employed nearly 40 people.
fewer customers.
The Springfield area also lost Suburban Chevrolet in October.
BOYLSTON

Land Rover Dealer Loses
Appeal on Franchise
Termination

A Boston Globe article recently explained the link between the
health of the state’s revenues and auto dealerships.
The article quoted NADA numbers that put Massachusetts auto
dealers as contributing almost 20 percent of retail sales within the
state despite comprising only 2.5 percent of retail establishments
– which means losing dealership will have a large impact on state
and local tax revenue.
“We’re not talking about losing a pizza shop,” MSADA
Interim Executive Vice President Robert F. O’Koniewski told the
paper. “As the auto industry goes, to a certain degree, so goes the
state revenue stream.”
In a separate Globe story, O’Koniewski praised the $17.4
billion loan package announced by then-President George
Bush but opposed Bush’s advice that the manufacturers need to
make concessions. “(Our dealers) cannot afford anything else,”
O’Koniewski said.
Among dealers who had struggled against the weight of the
slumping market was Bob FitzGerald Jr., who gave back his
Buick franchise last year and now sells used cars.
continued on next page

A federal appeals court sided with Land Rover North America in
a dispute between the company and Wagner Auto Sales over a contract that stated the dealership would have to move from Boylston
and build a new facility in Shrewsbury.
When the 2006 deadline for building the facility passed and Land
Rover offered to extend the deadline for one year, Wagner declined.
When the franchise was terminated by Land Rover, Wagner sued to
block the termination and for damages.
Wagner alleged that Land Rover violated the Automobile Dealers’
Day in Court Act and Massachusetts dealer franchise laws.
In court documents, Wagner stated “significant change in circumstances” since the initial letter of intent made the situation
“unconscionable for Land Rover to require construction of a facility designed to serve a market with 400 new Jaguar and Land
Rover sales a year in a market in which Land Rover only expects
to have 190 new Jaguar and Land Rover sales this year.”
The case was dismissed without trial initially, and the appeals
court sided with the initial decision, noting there was no sign of
bad faith on Land Rover’s end.
www.msada.org Massachusetts Auto Dealer MARCH 2009
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NEWS from Around the Horn
Dealers’ Fate Tied to State Revenue
from previous page
Along with quotes from Ray Ciccolo and Herb Chambers, Acton Ford
owner Dave Abatsis gave his take on the situation.
“There has already been a wave of dealers who have made the decision to
leave the business because they have figured that the highest and best use of
their real estate is not what they’re doing now,” Abatsis said. “Now, most of
the dealers left have done everything they can in terms of cutting costs and
lowering prices to get through this period of business.”
WBZ-TV

Chrysler Dealer Praises
Plant Shutdown
In a story by WBZ-TV examining the
struggling auto market, Chrysler dealer
Richard Gill talked to the network
about the manufacturer’s decision to
close its plants for at least a month.
“I think it’s a good thing in general
because they are matching supply with
demand,” Gill said, “and whenever
supply matches demand it is better for
everybody.”
GREENFIELD

Dealerships Report Losses as
Western Mass. Parts Manufacturers
Struggle
Tool and die companies have been deeply affected by the decline in the
auto industry, depending on how much of their business comes from manufacturers. Several companies in Western Mass. talked about recent layoffs in
a Greenfield Recorder story as dealers explained declining sales.
The paper reported that Don Lorenz Inc. saw a 10 percent drop in GM
sales in 2008, although co-owner Steve Lorenz said there was a 5 percent
increase in used-car sales, parts sales and service.
Lorenz also said Honda sales are up 35 percent from last year. For Japanese-owned Judd Wire Co. in Turners Falls, which makes parts for both
domestic and import manufactures, that’s good news.
The Recorder also spoke with Dillon Chevrolet owner Thomas Dillon Jr.,
who said new car sales are down 25 percent from 2007.
Despite the lower numbers, Dillon told the paper he felt confident that
his dealership wouldn’t be on the chopping block, especially after nearby
Shelburne Falls and South Deerfield went under.
“We’ve been here 48 years. I think we’re in a good position,” he said.
“But who knows what’s going to happen?”
MARCH 2009
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In Memoriam

Nathan Shulman, 87

Some Dealers Setting Sights on
Foreign Manufacturers
Ernie Boch Jr. and fellow mega-dealers Herb Chambers, Dan Quirk and
Ray Ciccolo were highlighted in The Boston Globe recently as looking
at the current downturn as an
opportunity for growth.
“There is always opportunity
in chaos. Always,” Boch told the
paper.
Boch, who said his sales are
down only 1 percent for the year,
listed Honda, Toyota, BMW, Lexus and Mercedes as manufacturers that he would consider in the
search for increasing his dealership group.
– Ernie Boch Jr.
Chambers and Quirk echoed
similar sentiments, saying that the current climate has created a good opportunity even if few dealers are in the position to strike.
“There’s only a few people who are interested in expanding their retail
operations right now,” Quirk said, “and I’m one of them.”
more news on next page

“There’s
always
opportunity
in chaos.
Always.”

Nathan Shulman, founder of Best Chevrolet and
former MSADA president, died in January after a
long illness. He was 87.
Born in Dorchester, Massachusetts, he attended
Boston Latin High School and received a Masters
Degree in Education from Cambridge College. He
served as a Navy Lieutenant pilot in the Pacific during
World War II.
Shulman founded Best Chevrolet in 1957 at its
original location on Hingham Harbor. The business
moved to its current site on 128 Derby Street in South
Hingham in 1964. He was closely involved with the
automotive industry both on the state and national
level. In addition to his role at MSADA, he served
as the Massachusetts Director for NADA and on the
NADA Executive Committee as secretary.
Shulman co-founded the Dealer Candidate Academy
in 1979. He was a frequent contributor to trade
publications, including a popular monthly column in
Automotive Age magazine, and had a book published
on successorship in family businesses entitled Sharing
the Vision.
Due to his many accomplishments and industry-wide
recognition, Shulman was nominated for the Time
“Dealer of the Year” award in 1980. He was further
recognized with a Distinguished Service Citation
from the Automotive Hall of Fame in 1992.
On the local level, Shulman was active in coaching
and became one of the pioneers of Hingham Youth
Baseball. He served on the Hingham Advisory Board
and several other town committees. After retiring to
Kaneohe, Hawaii he dedicated numerous hours to
“Breakthroughs for Youth at Risk” and the Mediation
Center of the Pacific.
He is survived by his wife, Corinne Shulman,
his sons Scott and Ronald, his daughter Karen,
five grandchildren and a great granddaughter. His
stepchildren include Paul and Kevin Lewis, Kim
Toomey and Kyle Pyuen. He also leaves eight stepgrandchildren.
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NEWS from Around the Horn
DANVERS

WILMINGTON

International Cars Welcomes
New Sales and Marketing VP

Data Stolen from Dealership

John DeAngelis has been named Vice President
of Sales and Marketing at International Cars Ltd.
DeAngelis has an extensive background in the
auto industry, including his time at Asbury Automotive Group as director of customer service.
“John brings added value to the management team with his
background in automotive marketing and customer relations,
said Jack Donachie, President and CEO of International Cars.
“As we work toward growing our business in 2009, John
will work closely with our team to make International Cars’
dealerships the best place to do business.”

Calendar
Wednesday, March 4
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA
Saturday, March 7
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
North Andover, MA
Sunday, March 8
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
Weymouth, MA
Wednesday, March 11
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT
Saturday, March 14
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
Weymouth, MA
Sunday, March 15
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
North Andover, MA
Wednesday, March 18
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA
Sunday, March 22
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
North Andover, MA
Wednesday, March 25
• Lynnway Auto Auction, Lynn, MA
• Southern Auto Auction, East Windsor, CT
Saturday, March 28
• In Control Advanced Driver Training
Weymouth, MA
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A data tape containing the social security numbers and
credit card information of thousands of Bill Dube dealership
customers was stolen in August, according to a letter sent by the
dealership in December.
The data tape was stolen from a secure room at Bill Dube
Ford/Toyota in Dover, NH and contained information both for
that dealership and Bill Dube Hyundai in Wilmington, Mass.
Police have no suspects in the case and say that the data has
not been used to steal anyone’s identity.
Speaking to the New Hampshire Union Leader, McCarter &
English attorney Scott Silverman said the motive for the theft
may have simply been to cause a headache for the owners.
“The dealership executives feel very strongly that whoever
did this, the intent was to give them a hard time and have them
go through a process like this,” Silverman said.
While the exact number of customers affected isn’t known,
Silverman told the paper it could be as many as 10,000.
THE ISLANDS

Nantucket Dealer Not
Looking to Close
Don Allen Ford on Nantucket responded to a doomsday article
in the island’s Inquirer and Mirror by having a “Not Going Out
of Business” sale, according to the Nantucket Independent.
The paper said dealership owner Bill Tornovish was trying
to quell rumors that followed the article, stressing that while he
might consider a buyout, he isn’t “looking for a bailout.”
“It was a tough year,” Tornovish told the paper, “but not that
bad.”
NEWBURYPORT

Former Dealer Predicts
Big Changes for GM
After selling his Buick Pontiac GMC franchises back to GM,
former Salisbury dealer Chris Fraser recently spoke with the
Newburyport Daily News about the tough road the Big Three are
facing this year.
Fraser predicts an increase in ‘super dealerships’ that will
replace the current system that enables there to be a dealership in
almost every town. He cautioned that while it may be attractive
to manufacturers as a cost saving measure, it may turn off
customers.
“Consumers might not think that’s such a bad thing until
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BOSTON

New England International
Auto Show Takes Top Prize
from TradeShow Week for
Fastest Growing Consumer
Show
The New England International Auto Show, owned
by MSADA, was given a top award by TradeShow
Week at a ceremony in November. The Show was not
only honored as a TSW “Fastest 50” winner for the
fastest growing show, but also received the “Fastest
Growing Consumer Show” award. The TSW “Fastest
50” honors the 50 fastest growing shows in North
America based on total net square footage growth
(50 percent) and percentage of growth (50 percent)
between 2005 and 2007.
The growth was made possible for the Auto Show
in 2007 when it moved from the Bayside Expo Center
to the Boston Convention & Exhibition Center. Both
attendance and manufacturer interest was up in 2007
following the move. “Manufacturer support was great,”
said Paragon Group Show Director David Whitmore.
Paragon Group produces the show for MSADA.

they need to have warranty work done and have to travel
30 miles every time they need repairs,” Fraser told the paper.
In defending the Big Three bailout, Fraser said GM produced
more fuel-efficient cars than it gets credit for, and that consumer
demand drove the manufacturer to keep producing the muchderided SUV. He also said the while he didn’t know what would
come of the bailout talks, change is certain.
“When this is over, it’s going to be a very different car industry
than it is today,” he said.
PEABODY

Serial Con Man Strikes at
Land Rover of Peabody
Facing both state and federal indictments for fraud and larceny,
Kerr Carington, of Boston, walked into Land Rover of Peabody
in early November and drove away in a Range Rover bought
with a fraudulent check.
According to the Salem News, the 32-year-old has a rap sheet
of similar crimes that goes back to his teens, including several

schemes involving dealerships.
When the wire transfer Carington arranged bounced back, the
dealership called and asked him to send a deposit verification.
When he faxed one with three “c”s in the word “account,” they
knew something was amiss. The dealership asked him to bring
the car back: When he didn’t, it was reported as stolen and Boston police found him two days later in Allston.
Carington had previously been convicted of attempting to buy
four cars through a fraudulent wire transfer in 1995 and was sentenced to four years in prison. While out on bail during that case,
he bilked Citibank out of $400,000 by posing as an employee.
After being released from prison, Suffolk County prosecutors
say he used stolen identities to lease cars from dealerships. Earlier in 2008, Middlesex County prosecutors indicted him on the
same charges.
Carington had been held on a 41-count indictment in Suffolk County in 2007 when he made bail in January 2008. When
charged twice later that year, both judges refused to revoke bail.
t
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AYES

Tech Students Compete
Teams Vie for Place at National Tournament in NYC

A New Winner
Auto Tech students from throughout the state converged on the BCEC
in December for the eleventh annual
Auto Technician Competition.
Smith Vocational and Agricultural
High School in Northampton captured first place this year, beating
Montachusett Tech, who had won
the previous two years.
Six teams competed in this year’s
competition, with support from their
associated manufacturers and local
dealers.
AYES State Manager Mike Nixon
said the dealership’s technicians
were crucial to the event’s success.
“We had overwhelming support
from the technicians of our sponsoring dealerships,” Nixon said. “The
judges were very enthusiastic about
being part of the event.”

Competing High Schools
Eleventh Annual
Massachusetts Auto Dealers
Technician Competition
1st PLACE
Smith Vocational (Team Acura)
Students: Matt Clark and Joseph Tanguay
Instrutor: Thomas Yourga
Sponsor: Ron Bouchard’s Acura of Auburn
2nd PLACE
Bristol-Plymouth Tech (Team Subaru)
Students: Shawn Peavey and Taylor Burke
Instructor: Sean Wessen
Sponsor: Mastria Subaru
3rd PLACE
Montachusett Tech (Team Audi)
Students: Karl Heins and Brent Haskins
Instructor: Bob Stockdale
Sponsor: Audi Training Center

Greater Lowell VT (Team Chrysler)
Students: Anthony Dias and Chris Laine
Instructor: Steve Boucher
Sponsor: Chrysler Training Center

Blackstone Valley TR (Team Toyota)
Students: Nicholas Brezniak and
Stephen Bonnell
Instructor: Stan Stachura
Sponsor: Expressway Toyota

Tri-County RVT (Team Nissan)
Students: Cullen Wetherell and
Cody Prondak
Instructor: Bill Robin
Sponsor: Mastria Nissan

Chrysler representative Zach Kentar makes the rounds

The Smith Vocational/Acura team looks over their handiwork.

Thanks
to Our
Sponsors
Audi of America		
Expressway Toyota
Massachusetts Bay
Community College
Mastria Nissan Chrysle
Mastria Subaru
Chrysler Training
Center
Ron Bouchard’s
Acura of Auburn
Hunter Engineering
Mega Tech Corp
Sullivan Tire
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AYES State Manager Mike Nixon (second from left)
with winning team members Matt Clark (left), instructor
Thomas Yourga (middle), and Joseph Tanguay (right).
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at BCEC

Competition Brings Media Attention
First place winners Matt
Clark and Joe Tanguay, seniors
at Smith Vocational, received
extensive coverage in the Daily Hampshire Gazette from a
writer who tagged along with
the team at the competition.
The Milford Daily News
reported on Tri-County Regional Tech’s team’s accomplishments, mentioning the
silver medal won by junior
Anthony Mascis during the
previous month’s portion of
the competition and the fourth
place finish by seniors Cullin
Wetherell and Cody Prondak
at the BCEC.
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NADA Update

by Ray Ciccolo

Incoming and Outgoing NADA Chairmen
Address Dealers in New Orleans
2008 Chairman:
“Auto Dealer Network is Crucial to Economic Recovery”
2009 Chairman:
“Next Two Months Are Critical to the Future of the Auto Industry”
Report from New Orleans
The franchised dealer network is and will continue to be
the most cost efficient and dependable way to distribute
new and used vehicles to consumers, said 2008 NADA
Chairman Annette Sykora during the opening session
of the NADA Convention in New Orleans. “You simply
cannot replace the value we add to our communities with
our local investments, and our contributions to charitable
and community causes,” Sykora told thousands of fellow
dealers at the Morial Convention Center on Jan. 24. “And
the tax revenue we generate for our communities that
supports the infrastructure and the education of our children
is substantial.”
As the deadline approaches for GM and Chrysler to
submit reports to the federal government on their viability
plans, Sykora said NADA continues to push for measures
that will help restore consumer confidence, including tax
incentives for car buyers and “cash for clunkers” programs
that will help Americans into newer, more efficient vehicles.
“We are taking an active role with the new administration
concerning the stimulus package,” she said. Sykora passed
the gavel to new NADA Chairman John McEleney during
the convention.
With 2009 expected to be one of the toughest years yet
for auto retailing, McEleney issued a call to action Jan.
26, urging dealers to make their voices heard in the debate
over how to return the industry to economic viability and
how new emission standards should be implemented. “The
nation’s new-car dealers have already made strides in
communicating the importance of the franchise network,
the need for federal bridge loans and the necessity of stable
credit markets, but the work must continue,” he said. “The
next two months are critical to the future of our industry as
we know it—the future of GM and Chrysler, availability of
credit and the return of stability to our economy.”
President Obama on Jan. 26 directed the Environmental
Protection Agency to review whether to authorize state
efforts to regulate vehicle emissions. NADA welcomes that
review, McEleney said, but is urging the administration to
carefully examine how those rules would be implemented.
That kind of review will reveal that the California Air
MARCH 2009
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Resources Board’s rule is in direct competition with the
federal CAFE program, he said.
“We hope that the president and the EPA administrator
will realize that a single national fuel-economy standard is
smarter than a patchwork of state regulations that will only
further endanger our industry.”

In other NADA news…
• U.S. light-vehicle sales will reach almost 13 million units
in 2009, but enhanced availability of credit for customers
and dealerships should strengthen sales over the year, says
NADA chief economist Paul Taylor. “The economy should
improve slightly, and in the third quarter of 2009 start to see
positive economic growth to help reach sales of at least 12.7
million units of light vehicles,” Taylor said at the NADA
convention in New Orleans. He added that falling home
values in 22 states are related to a decline in new-vehicle
registrations.
• NADA commends the federal government’s move to
support GMAC Financial Services, and says it will bring
stability to consumer and dealer lending and help restore
consumer confidence on Main Street. “Credit is the lifeblood
of the auto industry, both for consumers at the retail level and
dealers at the wholesale level,” says 2008 NADA Chairman
Annette Sykora, who owns two domestic-brand dealerships
in Texas. “Lowering minimum credit scores from 700 to
621 will expand credit availability to thousands of potential
car buyers and further increase consumer confidence at this
critical time in the auto industry.”
t

Ray Ciccolo, Village Auto Group,
represents MSADA members on
the NADA board of directors.
He welcomes your questions and
concerns.

